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What were 2007 LRP questions ?

How is the nucleon affected by the nuclear medium ?
Change in quark distribution
Change in nucleon size and shape

How do we get from quarks and gluons to nucleons 
and mesons ?

At what distance scale does this occur ?
What are the signatures ?

How does the nuclear force arise from QCD ?

From R. Ransonne’s Talk at the 2007 LRP meeting 
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JLab highlights from the last 7 years

The EMC effect

Super-fast quarks

Neutron structure 
function at high x

Hadronization

Color transparency
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JLab 12 GeV program

The EMC effect

Super-fast quarks

Neutron structure 
function at high x

Hadronization

Color transparency

The EMC effect

Super-fast quarks

Neutron structure 
function at high x

Tensor structure functions

Hadronization

Color transparency

access to 
higher x & Q2



Quark distributions in nuclei
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9Be has low average density, but large 
component of structure is 2α+n  most 
nucleons in tight, α-like configurations    

J. Seely et al, PRL103, 202301(2009)
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The EMC effect on light nuclei
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E12-10-008: EMC effect
A. Daniel, J. Arrington, D. Gaskell

full circles: existing
stars: projected

Stable light nuclei: 3He, 4He, 6,7Li, 9Be, 10,11B and 12C
‣ Nuclei with significant clustering contributions: will provide further information on the 
detailed behavior in these well-understood nuclei.
‣ For 6,7Li, the local density picture predicts an EMC effect well below the other models.
‣ From nuclei which differ by just one proton or one neutron: measurement of the nuclear 
effects on a single proton or neutron.
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Data  for 0.1 < x < 1 (DIS till x=0.8): 
‣ EMC effect with high precision at large x
‣ precise measurements of the x dependence 
in the low x region.

Data on 40,48Ca:
‣ Isospin-dependence for the EMC effect
‣ Significant variation of the n/p ratio in the 
nucleus but similar mass and density.
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Recent analyses showed RA-RD = 0 --> implications to medium modifications in 
the anti-shadowing and in the EMC effect regions

E12-14-002 will measure via true, model-independent 
Rosenbluth L/Ts RA-RD in one dedicated experiment

really only true for ε=1 really only true for ε=0 

/

E12-14-002: Nuclear dependence of  R
 S. Malace, E. Christy, D. Gaskell, C. Keppel, P. Solvignon
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E12-14-002: Impact for σA/σD

ØConstrain/verify the universality of nuclear modification in σA/σD  
  
ØProvide experimental constraints for nuclear PDF fits from separated 

structure functions

 S. Malace, E. Christy, D. Gaskell, C. Keppel, P. Solvignon
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JLab E02-019: quarks in SRC
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Inelastic contribution increases with Q2

DIS begins to contribute at x>1

SRC dominates at x≳1.3 and Q2 ≳ 1.5 GeV2

As Q2  increases, we expect to see evidence that we 
are scattering from a quark at x>1, i.e. x-scaling.

“super-fast” quarks
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JLab E02-019: quarks in SRC
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N. Fomin et al, PRL105, 212502 (2010)

The structure function per nucleon, F2ð!; Q2Þ, is ex-
tracted from the measured cross section as follows:

F2 ¼
d2"

d!dE

$ !

"Mottf1þ 2tan2ð#=2Þ½ð1þ !2=Q2Þ=ð1þRÞ'g ; (1)

with R ( "L="T , and is parametrized as R ¼
ð0:32 GeV2Þ=Q2 [9] with $R=R ¼ 50%, yielding an addi-
tional uncertainty of & 1% in F2.

Scaling of the proton structure functions has been ob-
served over a large kinematic range in high energy inclu-
sive scattering. Based on these measurements, the DIS
region is often taken to be W2 > 4 GeV2, Q2 > 1 GeV2,
whereW2 ¼ M2

p þ 2Mp!)Q2 is the square of the invari-
ant mass of the undetected hadronic system and Mp is the
proton mass. It has been shown that scaling violations are
reduced when one examines F2 at fixed % ¼ 2x=ð1þ rÞ
[20], where r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þQ2=!2

p
. % is equivalent to x in the

Bjorken limit, but when examining scaling at fixed %,
rather than fixed x, the observed scaling behavior extends
to lowerW2 [12,13], corresponding to larger % values. This
improved scaling can be seen clearly in Fig. 1, where the
upper sets of curves show F2 for carbon plotted against x
(red squares) and % (blue circles) for all Q2 values. The
extended % scaling of the nuclear structure function, seen
to begin above 3–4 GeV2, may allow access to quark
distributions for % * 1 [21,22]. Beyond the empirical ob-
servation that it yields reduced scaling violations, % is the
variable representing the quark momentum fraction on the
light cone, and also arises naturally from the operator
product expansion [1].

We compare our data to higher Q2 measurements, using
a partonic framework to look for deviations from the scal-
ing picture. Rather than simply examining F2 as a function
of %, as was done previously, we account for the kinemati-
cal scaling violations using the prescription of Ref. [1]

[Eq. (23)] and study the scaling of Fð0Þ
2 ð%; Q2Þ:

x2

%2r3
Fð0Þ
2 ð%; Q2Þ ¼ F2ðx;Q2Þ ) 6M2x3

Q2r4
h2ð%; Q2Þ

) 12M4x4

Q4r5
g2ð%; Q2Þ; (2)

where h2ð%; Q2Þ ¼ R
A
% u

)2Fð0Þ
2 ðu;Q2Þdu and g2ð%; Q2Þ ¼

R
A
% v

)2ðv) %ÞFð0Þ
2 ðv;Q2Þdv. In the operator product ex-

pansion, it is Fð0Þ
2 ð%; Q2Þ, rather than F2ðx;Q2Þ, that should

be independent ofQ2 in the absence of QCD evolution and
higher twist. One could incorporate these effects into a
partonic model for F2, rather than extracting an ‘‘ideal-

ized’’ scaling function, but the improved scaling in Fð0Þ
2

makes it easier to directly compare different data sets.
To calculate h2 and g2, we use a factorized model for

Fð0Þ
2 ð%; Q2Þ, with a common Q2 dependence for all targets

and a simple fit to Fð0Þ
2 ð%; Q2

0Þ for each nucleus. In the
partonic picture, the Q2 dependence should come only
from QCD evolution. Because we cannot determine QCD
evolution without knowing the partonic structure, we fit the
Q2 dependence of the world’s data (shown in Fig. 2),
excluding our lower Q2 points, at several % values to a
functional form chosen to be consistent with evolution.
This is used to scale our new data to Q2

0 ¼ 7 GeV2, and

we obtain a fit for Fð0Þ
2 ð%; Q2

0Þ from a subset of these data,
chosen to minimize contributions from quasielastic
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FIG. 1 (color online). F2 for the E02-019 carbon data (2:3 &
Q2 & 9 GeV2) as a function of x (top set of points) and %
(middle), and Fð0Þ

2 vs % (bottom). In each case, the higher points
correspond to the smaller scattering angles.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Fð0Þ
2 vs Q2 for fixed % value. For this

work and BCDMS, the carbon data are shown, while the SLAC
points are carbon pseudodata taken from measurements on
deuterium. The solid curves are the global fit, the short horizon-
tal red lines show the BCDMS % ¼ 1:15 upper limit, and the
green crosses show the falloff between % ¼ 0:75 and 1.05 based
on the CCFR iron data (see text for details).

PRL 105, 212502 (2010) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

19 NOVEMBER 2010

212502-3

After applying QCD evolution 
and TMC, we should be left with 

quark distributions

scattering. This simple fit provides a reasonable description
of the global data set (see Fig. 2), with deviations at low
Q2, in particular, near the quasielastic peak (! ! 0:85) and
for the largest values of !. The h2 and g2 terms yield
corrections of up to 15% at the lower Q2 values, but &
5% for Q2 > 5 GeV2. We estimate the model dependence

in the extraction of Fð0Þ
2 to be & 2%.

Figure 1 shows Fð0Þ
2 vs ! (green triangles), which has

somewhat greater Q2 dependence at large ! than the un-
corrected structure function F2 (blue circles). The main

difference between ! scaling of F2 and Fð0Þ
2 is the factor

x2=ð!2r3Þmultiplying the leading term in Eq. (2), as h2 and
g2 are relatively small. Neglecting this prefactor introduces
an additional Q2 dependence that approximately cancels
the QCD evolution, resulting in an artificially small Q2

dependence in the naive !-scaling analysis.

Figure 2 shows the carbon results for Fð0Þ
2 ð!; Q2Þ, scaled

to fixed values of ! using our global fit. The SLAC points
are deuterium data [23], multiplied by the SLAC E139 [24]
fit to the carbon-to-deuteron structure function ratio, yield-
ing carbon pseudodata to provide a continuous Q2 range

for lower ! values. For all data sets, Fð0Þ
2 is extracted from

the measured structure functions using the global fit to
calculate g2 and h2. For ! $ 0:75, where the high Q2

data determine the evolution, our data are in excellent
agreement with this Q2 dependence down to Q2 ¼
3 GeV2. The observed Q2 dependence grows slowly with
! over this region, and with a continued increase at higher
! values, our highest Q2 measurements are consistent with
SLAC and BCDMS. For large ! values at low Q2, our data
deviate from this Q2 dependence due to higher twist con-
tributions, especially in the vicinity of the quasielastic peak
(! ! 0:85).

The CCFR measurement did not explicitly extract val-
ues of F2, but obtained a fit to the falloff at large !. We
illustrate this falloff by normalizing to our global fit at ! ¼
0:75 and applying the CCFR ! dependence to extract Fð0Þ

2
at ! ¼ 0:75, 0.85, 0.95, and 1.05, shown as green crosses.
This behavior is clearly inconsistent with the overall be-
havior of the structure function extracted from electron and
muon scattering. The BCDMS data exhibit somewhat un-
usual behavior at large !. Above ! ¼ 0:65, the BCDMS
data show little or no Q2 dependence, even though one
expects noticeable QCD evolution.

To quantitatively examine the falloff of our structure
function at large !, we perform a fit similar to BCDMS
and CCFR. We take the data from a fixed scattering angle,
use the global fit to scale to a fixedQ2 value (corresponding

to ! ¼ 1:1), and fit Fð0Þ
2 ð!; Q2Þ to expð&s!Þ for 1< !<

1:25. The lower ! limit is chosen to avoid regions where
the quasielastic peak leads to noticeable deviations from
scaling at low Q2, and the upper ! limit is chosen so that
there are data covering the full ! range for all targets and
Q2 values. We take the slope extracted from the 40' data

(Q2 ¼ 7:35 GeV2) as the main result, as this is the largest
Q2 value with high statistics over the full ! range. Data at
smaller angles are used to examine the Q2 dependence of
the result.
The extracted slopes are shown in Table I and Fig. 3.

Above 4 GeV2, there is no systematic Q2 dependence, and
at lower Q2, only the 2H and 3He results change signifi-
cantly. We observe nearly identical behavior in the high-!
falloff for all nuclei except 2H and 3He, which have a larger
slope and thus a steeper falloff with !.
We obtain s ¼ 15:0( 0:5 for carbon, s ¼ 14:1( 0:5

for copper (our closest nucleus to the CCFR iron target),
showing that the large difference between BCDMS and
CCFR is not related to the difference in target nuclei. Note
that BCDMS and CCFR extract slopes from F2ðxÞ instead
of Fð0Þ

2 ð!Þ, although the difference would increase their
slopes by less then 0.5 (0.1) for the BCDMS (CCFR).
Further complicating direct comparison is the fact that
none of these experiments cover the same ! range. For
our new data, variations in the ! limits of 0.05–0.1 can
change the extracted slope by 0.5–1.0.
We have focused on heavier nuclei for comparison to

BCDMS and CCFR, but have also obtained a significantly

TABLE I. Extracted values of the slopes for all nuclei. The
uncertainties include statistics and systematics; the latter are
typically )0:4 and dominate the uncertainty.

A Q2 ¼ 2:79 3.75 4.68 5.95 7.35

2 14:7( 0:6 16:6( 0:5 17:1( 0:5 17:5( 0:7 16:8( 0:8
3 15:1( 0:6 15:6( 0:5 16:6( 0:6 16:4( 0:7 17:4( 0:9
4 14:8( 0:5 14:7( 0:5 15:1( 0:5 15:1( 0:5 14:8( 0:6
9 14:7( 0:5 14:6( 0:4 14:8( 0:4 15:0( 0:4 15:0( 0:5
12 14:7( 0:5 14:3( 0:4 14:9( 0:4 14:5( 0:4 15:0( 0:5
64 13:8( 0:5 13:7( 0:4 14:2( 0:4 13:9( 0:4 14:1( 0:5
197 13:5( 0:6 13:6( 0:5 13:9( 0:5 13:9( 0:5 14:3( 0:7
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FIG. 3 (color online). The slope s in expð&s!Þ as a function of
Q2. The targets are offset in Q2 for visibility. Open symbols for
2H and 3He at low Q2 are cases where the kinematic limit for the
nucleus (x ! A) corresponds to ! & 1:25.

PRL 105, 212502 (2010) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

19 NOVEMBER 2010

212502-4

Slope s in exp(-sξ)
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Jlab E12-06-105 
 
•  short-range nuclear structure 

-  Isospin dependence 
-  A-dependence   

•  Super-fast quarks 

 

Nadia Fomin - University of Tennessee 

JLab E12-06-105: x>1
 J. Arrington, D. Day, N. Fomin, P. SolvignonJLab12: Probing Internal Quark Structure of SRCs 

? 

two-nucleon only two-nucleon only 
5% 6 quark bag  5% 6 quark bag  

qD(x) 

~1% “EMC effect” 

100+% effect in      
SRC-dominated region 

4) “Spin” EMC effect in 
polarized 7Li – Test 
modern microscopic 
models of EMC effect 

1) DIS from high-momentum nucleon 2) e-p elastic from high-momentum proton 

3) Quark distributions of deuteron at x>1 

Proton&light+cone&momentum&

John Arrington (johna@anl.gov) 

• Higher Q2 to directly access parton 
distributions of super-fast quarks in nuclei

• Great sensitivity to multi-quarks 
configurations

• Access 2N, 3N and 4N-SRC

Quarks at 
high x

2N, 3N, 4N-SRCs
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Extracting the neutron structure function from lightest 
nuclei



The Problem: nuclear binding uncertainties prevent us 
from knowing F2n in the resonance region and d/u (x→1) 
The Solution: tag slow spectator protons in d(e,e’ps)X 
with a “radial TPC” (below) to select events on “nearly 
free” neutrons and to correct for their initial motion. 

smeared W spectrum on d 

kinematically corrected 
W spectrum on n in d BoNuS 

(Experiment 
e8 w/ CLAS) 

CTEQ-JLab 
(CJ) fit of 
world data 
with various 
deuteron 
models 

Results: Unsmeared resonance spectrum 
Large x F2n/F2p ratio (to access d/u). 
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Hadronic Physics - Sebastian Kuhn 

slides for S. Kuhn
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BONuS at 12 GeV 
E12-06-113 

        CLAS12 
Central 
Detector 

d/u  Neutron/Proton structure function 

Dark Symbols: W* > 2 GeV => x* up to 0.8, 

(bin centered x* = 0.76) 

Open Symbols: �Relaxed cut� W* > 1.8 GeV (x* up to 0.83) 

Data taking of 35 days on D2 and 5 days on H2               
with L = 2 · 10 

34 cm-2 sec-1 slides for S. Kuhn

S. Bultmann, S. Kuhn, E. Christy, C. Keppel, H. Fenker, W. Melnitchouk, K. Griffioen
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F2n from the ratio of  A=3 mirror nuclei
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Measure F2’s and form ratios:

 Form “super-ratio”: 

then

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0.99

1

1.01

1.02

x

R 3 R (  H)(  He) / 3

PEST
RSC
Yam.

variational

Faddeev

Figure 5: The “super-ratio” R of nuclear EMC ratios for 3He and 3H nuclei, with the nucleon

momentum distribution calculated from the Faddeev (PEST, RSC, Yamaguchi) and variational

(RSC) wave functions [45].

shadowing), NN correlations and 6-quark clusters, however, these are generally confined to

either the small-x [48], or very large-x (x > 0.9) [49] regions.

In the high-Q2 limit the distribution f(y) of nucleons in the nucleus is related to the

nucleon spectral function S(p) by [29]:

f(y) =
∫

d3!p

(

1 +
pz
p0

)

δ
(
y − p0 + pz

M

)
S(p) , (18)

where p is the momentum of the bound nucleon (for a generalization to finite Q2 see for

example Ref. [46]). For an A = 3 nucleus the spectral function is evaluated from the three-

body nuclear wave function, calculated by either solving the homogeneous Faddeev equation

with a given two-body interaction [44, 50] or by using a variational technique [51]. The model

dependence of the distribution function can be examined by using several different potentials.

In Refs. [44, 45] a number of potentials were used, including the “EST” (Ernst-Shakin-

15

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0.99

1

1.01

1.02

x

R 3 R (  H)(  He) / 3

on−shell

off−shell

Figure 10: Ratio R of nuclear EMC ratios for 3He and 3H nuclei, with (dashed) and without (solid)

nucleon off-shell corrections [66] (see text), for the variational (RSC) wave function.

The effect of the off-shell correction on the ratio R, illustrated in Figure 10, is a small

(< 1%) increase in the ratio at x ∼ 0.6. Off-shell effects of this magnitude can be expected

in models of the EMC effect where the overall modification of the nuclear structure function

arises from a combination of conventional nuclear physics phenomena associated with nuclear

binding, and a small medium dependence of the nucleon’s intrinsic structure. Other models

of the EMC effect, such as the color screening model for the suppression of point-like config-

urations (PLC) in bound nucleons [69], attribute most or all of the EMC effect to a medium

modification of the internal structure of the bound nucleon, and consequently predict larger

deviations of R from unity [57]. However, recent 4He(!e, e′!p) polarization transfer experi-

ments [70] indicate that the magnitude of the off-shell deformation is indeed rather small.

The measured ratio of transverse to longitudinal polarization of the ejected protons in these

experiments can be related to the medium modification of the electric to magnetic elastic

form factor ratio. Using model independent relations derived from quark-hadron duality, the

medium modifications in the form factors were related to a modification at large x of the

22
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straight multiples of 2.2 GeV single-pass machine configurations). The required beam time

for the R measurements is 270 hours for the canonical beam current of 25 µA. Assuming an

additional 10% of running with the polarity of the magnets of the spectrometers reversed

(“positron running”, to measure contribution to the electron scattering rate from charge sym-

metric processes in the target), the total beam time for the experiment will be 954 hours.

An additional i) 12 hours will be required for three angle-setting changes and surveys of the

Figure 15: Projected inelastic data (W ≥ 2.0 GeV, except for the highest-x point for which W =

1.75 GeV) for the Fn
2 /F

p
2 structure function ratio from the proposed 3H/3He JLab experiment

with a 11 GeV electron beam. The error bars include point-to-point statistical, experimental and

theoretical uncertainties, and an overall normalization uncertainty added in quadrature. The shaded

band indicates the present uncertainty due mainly to possible binding effects in the deuteron.

33

Figure 16: Projected inelastic data (W ≥ 2.0 GeV, except for the highest-x point for which W =

1.75 GeV) for the d/u quark distribution ratio from the proposed 3H/3He JLab experiment with a 11

GeV electron beam. The error bars include point-to-point statistical, experimental and theoretical

uncertainties, and an overall normalization uncertainty added in quadrature. The shaded band

indicates the present uncertainty due mainly to possible binding effects in the deuteron.

BigBite Spectrometer and ii) 33 hours for changing the polarity of the HRS and BBS dipole

magnets (11 manual interchanges of power cables). This bring the total experiment time to

999 hours (42 days). This total experiment time, as is customary, assumes 100% efficiency,

not including detector/spectrometer checkout time, Hall A apparatus or accelerator down

times etc.

34

G. Petratos, J. Gomez, R. Holt, R. Ransome

E12-10-008: MARATHON
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Tensor polarized deuteron
program
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Frankfurt & Strikman (1983)�
Hoodbhoy, Jaffe, Manohar (1989)�

Tensor Structure Functions�

Tensor Polarized�
  Spin-1 Target �

slides for K. Slifer
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Frankfurt & Strikman (1983)�
Hoodbhoy, Jaffe, Manohar (1989)�

Tensor Structure Functions�

Tensor Polarized�
  Spin-1 Target �

b1 : Nice mix of nuclear and quark physics�
�

measured in DIS (so probing quarks), but depends solely 
on the deuteron spin state�

�
We can investigate nuclear effects at the 

level of partons! �

slides for K. Slifer
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JLab Hall C Inclusive Scattering �
�

Pzz = 35% Tensor Polarized ND3 �
�
�

E12-13-011 : b1 � Slifer(contact), Chen, Long, Kalantarians, Keller, Rondon, Solvignon �
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A- Rating, C1 Approval�

slides for K. Slifer
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E12-13-011 : b1 � Slifer(contact), Chen, Long, Kalantarians, Keller, Rondon, Solvignon �

no conventional nuclear mechanism can reproduce the Hermes data, �
�
 but that the 6-quark probability needed to do so (P

6Q
= 0.0015) is�

�
 small enough that it does not violate conventional nuclear physics.�

G. Miller, Phys.Rev. C89 (2014) 045203�
JLab Hall C Inclusive Scattering �

�
Pzz = 35% Tensor Polarized ND3 �

�
Sensitive to tensor pol of quark sea�

�
Allows test of CK Sum Rule�

� Verification of b1 Zero-Crossing �
�

critical for satisfaction of CK sum rule�
clear signature of exotic effects �

Clean Probe of Hidden Color�

0!

A- Rating, C1 Approval�
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Sum rule for the 2nd moment 
of deuteron’s b1 

n Must give zero if summed over quarks, 
antiquarks and gluons 

n Deuteron as isoscalar target provides sum of 
light quarks contributions

n Deviation from zero signals on the collective 
tensor polarized glue, like the quarks momentum 
~1/2  indicated the gluons existence

n Also probes the quarks coupling to gravity and 
equivalence principle                 
Mod.Phys.Lett. A24 (2009) 2831-2837  

slide for O. Teryaev
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LOI12-14-002 �
Long(contact), Day, Higinbothan, Keller, Slifer, Solvignon �

Azz for x>1 �
�
Pzz = 35% Tensor Polarized ND3�
Azz ≈ 1 in this region �
�
Direct probe of Tensor force �
SRCs and pn dominance�
Sensitive to S-wave/D-wave ratio �
�
Encouraged for full submission by PAC42 �
�
�
�

LOI12-14-001 !
Maxwell (contact), Milner, Jaffe  �

b4 structure function (aka Δ)!
�
Polarized 14NH3 Target �
�
Non-zero value would be a clear signature of 
exotic gluon states in the nucleus �
�
�
�
Encouraged for full submission by PAC42�
�
�
�

slides for K. Slifer
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How do we get from quarks and gluons to 
nucleons and mesons ?
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Hadronization Physics: E-02-104 and E12-06-117

• Hadronization: a QCD puzzle for more than four decades!
• Fundamental process, but nonperturbative:!
➡ time-based, so not historically accessible with lattice QCD!
➡ constrained by hadron multiplicities, but these are not 

sensitive to dynamics at the femtometer scale !

• Now there is a new opportunity:!
➡ Identified hadrons + nuclear targets + high luminosity!
➡ Access to color propagation, neutralization, and fluctuations

slides for W. Brooks
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What we are learning

• Can constrain the virtual quark lifetime via pT broadening!
➡ @12 GeV: should clearly see time dilation with increasing ν!

• Quark energy loss is significantly less than !
➡ @12 GeV: probing the critical energy region!

• New@12 GeV: polarization degrees of freedom - SSA and more

�dE

dx

=

↵sNc

4

�p

2
T

Fixed L!
pQCD expectation

Equark

ΔE

Ecrit ⇠ L2q̂

⇠ ↵sL
2q̂

JLab: CarbonJLab: Pb, Fe
⇠ ↵sL

p
q̂E

slides for W. Brooks
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246

Fig. 7.2: ⇡

0 multiplicity ratios in (Q2, ⌫, z) set plotted as a function of z in bins of Q2 (indicated by the horizontal Q2 axis)

and ⌫ (indicated by the color). The red color gradient corresponds to the carbon target, the blue - to the iron, and

the black - to the lead target. The inner error bar (color) reflects statistical error in a given bin, while the outer error

bar (black) corresponds to the total error. R

⇡

0 corresponding to the 3.2< ⌫ <3.73 bin are plotted at the center of z

bin, while in other two bins in ⌫ R

⇡

0 are shifted to the left and to the right from the center of z-bin for visualization.

Taisiya Mineeva PhD Thesis

CLAS preliminary

What we are learning

• Can constrain hadron formation time   
via pT broadening!
➡ @12 GeV: rare hadrons (! meson); 

baryon hadronization; hadron mass 
dependence and flavor content !

• Multiplicity ratios, and thus hadronization 
mechanisms, have at least 3-fold 
differential kinematic dependences

Neutral pion, 3-fold differential multiplicity ratio, z dependence vs. ν and Q2

slides for W. Brooks



JLab Experiments conclusively find the onset of CT

FMS: Frankfurt, Miller and Strikman, Phys. Rev., C78: 015208, 2008 

A(e,e' π+)
A(e,e' ρ0)

• Hall-C Experiment E01-107 
pion electroproduction from nuclei 
found an enhancement in 
transparency with increasing
Q2 & A, consistent with the 
prediction of CT.
(X. Qian et al., PRC81:055209 (2010),
B. Clasie et al, PRL99:242502 (2007))

• CLAS Experiment E02-110 
rho electroproduction from 
nuclei found a similar enhancement, 
consistent with the same predictions       
  
(L. El-Fassi, et al., PLB 712, 326 (2012) )

• 
 

The Onset of Color Transparency 

29

C

Fe

slides for D. Dutta



will help confirm the onset of 
CT observed at 6 GeV

will verify the strict applicability 
of factorization theorems for 
meson electroproduction

Meson Transparency @ 11 GeV
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56FeTheory: FMS CT Model + Rho Decay

Theory: FMS NO CT Model + Rho Decay

5 GeV CT Result

Exp: Hall B,  11 GeV

Both pion and rho transparency
measurements will be extended 
at 11 GeV to the highest Q2 
accessible

30
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PRC 45, 791 (1992)

PRC 51, 3435 (95), 50, R1296 (94)

PRC 74, R062201 (2007)

Pp (GeV/c) 5.1 7.3 9.62.9

Can help interpret the 
rise seen in the BNL 
A(p,2p) data at 
Pp = 6 - 9 GeV/c

A(e,e’p) @ 11 GeV JLab 
E12-06-107

Proton Transparency @ 11 GeV

31

slides for D. Dutta
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Color transparency at 12 GeV:
- Unique probe of the space-time evolution of special configurations of the hadron WF
- Disentangle different effects: small-size-configuration (SSC) creation, its formation 
and interaction with the nuclear medium

Hadronization at 12 GeV:
- High sensitivity to time dilation and quark energy loss
- Constraint on hadron formation time

Quarks in Nuclei at JLab 12 GeV 

Tensor Structure functions:
- Another way to look at nuclear effect at the parton level
- High sensitivity to hidden color
- Access to possible novel partonic components in nuclei

The EMC effect:
- Extended study on the local density effect and first study of the isospin dependence
- Is the SRC-EMC relationship real and what is the origin ?
- Also related: Nuclear dependence of R, super-fast quarks and extraction of the neutron 
structure function
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Hadronization 245

Fig. 7.1: ⇡

0 multiplicity ratios in (⌫, z, p

2

T

) set plotted as a function of p

2

T

in bins

of ⌫ (indicated at the bottom by the horizontal ⌫ axis) and z (indicated by

the color code in the first box). The bottom panel is carbon multiplicities,

the middle - iron, and the top panel is lead multiplicities. The inner error

bar (color) reflects statistical error in a given bin, while the outer error bar

(black) corresponds to the total error, for which statistical and systematic

uncertainties were added in quadratures. R

⇡

0 corresponding to the 0.5<

z <0.6 bin are plotted at the center of p

2

T

bin, while in all other bins of z the

values R

⇡

0 are horizontally to the left and to the right from the p

2

T

center

for visualization.

T. Mineeva Ph.D thesis
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1) Structure of two nucleon SRC - S vs D wave 
(polarized deuteron or measurement of the polarization in the final 
state)

Issues

2) Discovery of the nonnucleonic degrees of freedom in nuclei - we know that they 
present (EMC effect )  etc  - but this is indirect. 

this includes tagged EMC effect in the deuteron, looking for Delta isobars,...

3) Direct observation of the three nucleon correlations

4) Testing different treatments of the relativistic descriptions of nuclei.

5) Observing  superfast  (x> 1)   quarks in nuclei in DIS at Jlab 12.
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Correlation between SRCs and EMC effect

O. Hen, et al, PRC 85, 047301 (2012)
L. Weinstein, et al., PRL 106, 052301 (2011)

J. Seely, et al., PRL103, 202301 (2009)

N. Fomin, et al., PRL 108, 092052 (2012)

JA, A. Daniel, D. Day, N. Fomin, D. Gaskell, 
P. Solvignon (in press, Phys. Rev. C)

9Be

Correlation between SRCs and EMC effect

O. Hen, et al, PRC 85, 047301 (2012)
L. Weinstein, et al., PRL 106, 052301 (2011)

J. Seely, et al., PRL103, 202301 (2009)

N. Fomin, et al., PRL 108, 092052 (2012)

JA, A. Daniel, D. Day, N. Fomin, D. Gaskell, 
P. Solvignon (in press, Phys. Rev. C)

Both observables show similar 
behavior, suggesting a common origin 

O. Hen, E. Piasetzky and L. Weinstein, PRC85, 047301 (2012)
L. Weinstein, E. Piasetzky, D. Higinbotham, J. Gomez, O. Hen and R. Shneor, PRL106, 052301 (2011)

J. Seely et al, PRL103, 20231 (2009)
N. Fomin et al, PRL108, 092502 (2012)
J. Arrington, A. Daniel, D. Day, N. Fomin, D. Gaskell 
and P. Solvignon, PRC 86, 065204 (2012)
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Same odd behavior for SRC  
and EMC effect in 9Be

EMC vs. SRC
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MARATHON: Physics motivations
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SU(6) symmetry is broken:  N-Δ Mass Splitting

-  Mass splitting between S=1 and S=0 diquark spectator.

-  symmetric states are raised, antisymmetric states are 
lowered (~300 MeV). 

-  S=1 suppressed 

=> d/u = 0, F2
n/F2

p = 1/4, for x -> 1

SU(6)-symmetric wave function of  the proton in the quark model (spin up):

 u and d quarks identical, N and Δ would be degenerate in mass.
 In this model: d/u = 1/2, F2

n/F2
p = 2/3.

Scalar
 di-quark

pQCD

SU(6) 
symmetry

pQCD: helicity conservation (q↑↑p)
 => d/u =2/(9+1) = 1/5, F2

n/F2
p = 3/7 for x ->1


